
BALANCE: THE KEY

TO HAPPINESS ON SKIS

By Mitch Dion

BALANCE:

oes this ever happen to you? You’re making a
  pact with the Devil, and you can’t decide:
• Should I go for the lungs and legs of a Lance Armstrong?
• Get skis that are more slippery than a bar of soap in a bathtub?
• Have the ability to balance one-legged & eyes closed on the head of a pin?

Far West coach and former Olympian Glenn Jobe has a piece of advice:
“Take the balance.”

“I am convinced now, after all these years of skiing and
coaching, that balance is at least 50% of the equation,” says
Jobe.

Let’s face it, whether you’re someone who is just learning
or a citizen racer, the people who are going to have the most
success are the ones who can ride a flat ski. It’s simple,
really: you just put all your weight on a two inch wide piece
of balsa wood and epoxy and hang out there, frozen like a
bronze statue while your ski achieves the maximum glide
possible. Fitness, good equipment, and decent wax are all
important, but balance is the essential link in the chain.

If you want a real life example, look at the so- called Nike
Project of the mid-1990’s. A group of Kenyans, some of the
fastest runners in the world, were introduced to cross coun-
try skiing. It all started in the Nordic-crazed countries where
they realized there was a high correlation between athletes
who could ski fast and athletes who could run fast. The real
goal was to try to make the sport a little more inclusive to
other cultures and other countries besides just a small en-
clave of Northern Europeans. The results were interesting, to
say the least.

Sponsored by Nike, the Kenyans were sent to Finland for
two years and were taught to ski. These guys were studs—
we’re talking a half marathon time a hair over 1 hour. They
were given top coaching and top equipment. After two years,
they were sent to the Olympics in Nagano, and the results?
They guys might have been better off running the course
and carrying their skis. The balance had not come.

“Balance is the key to our sport,” Far West Coach Jeff

Schloss told me, “but it is absolutely a learned skill, some-
thing you can practice and improve on. You are not just
born with it.” Schloss says that most athletes he has worked
with have significantly better balance on one leg. Usually
right-handers are right-legged, but not always. Personal
history, including injuries, can force you to change your
balance leg and compensate.

BALANCE FOR BEGINNERS
Jobe is convinced that, “you can warm-up balance.” The

Far West Junior team has a regular regimen of balance exer-
cises. I include some simple ones that might most benefit a
beginning skier.

ASSUME THE POSITION

Without skis on, start with what the coaches call “athletic
position.” Knees slightly bent, feet flat, weight over your
knees and centered on your feet. Someone should be able to
sneak up on you and give you a little shove and you won’t
fall over.

Coach Jobe says an easy way to understand the basic
athletic body position is to “Pretend your hips are a glass of
water, full to the brim. When you are in balance, your hips
are level— you don’t spill any water.”

If you try this at home, you will notice a couple things
right off the bat. To level your hips you tend to suck your
navel in to your back. This helps involve your strong ab-
dominal muscles in the skiing. Secondly, it keeps a begin-
ner from getting too far forward, on the balls of their feet,
or sitting back too far on their heels.



TREE DRILL

Once again, assume the athletic position. Stand on one
leg. Lift your hands over your head and bring your palms
together over your head. Once you get good, close your
eyes. Alternate legs.

GO POLE-LESS

On snow, the experts agree that skiing without poles can
reap big rewards with your balance. Schloss and Jobe say it
is possible for skiers, even good skiers, to go faster in a race
without using poles. For many of us, the poles take up so
much of our concentration, that we forget what our skis are
doing. Pick easy terrain.

BALANCE FOR INTERMEDIATES
AND EXPERTS

On your ski days, set aside some time to work on balance
on snow.

ONE SKI GLIDE

Find an open area, with a slight downhill gradient. Glide
out on one ski, and see how long you can stay on that ski
until you have to put your other foot down.

If this is easy for you on both legs, try it with your eyes
closed. Then try showboating, such as holding one ski out
behind you.

LEAST # OF STROKES

This is fun to turn into a competition if you are
skiing with others. Make a short start and
finish line. It is a race, not for speed,
but who can cover the course in the
least number of strokes.

V2
V2 is great for balance! If you don’t

know what V2 is, take a lesson. Al-
though easy to do, it’s a bit compli-
cated to explain in words.

RUSSIAN V2
Try performing V2 technique, but

use two pole strokes on a side
before switching you ski stroke.
This is sometimes called a
“Russian V2.” It is rarely used
in competition, but it’s
good drill for balance.

Take a little time off
from just skiing
around in circles and
try some of these

Eric Efthimou practices his “1-Ski Glide”
at an early season workout at Royal Gorge

Auburn Ski Club coach
Val Licon working on
No-Pole drill using
rollerskis in October.

drills next time you’re out on the tracks. You might not win
the race, but I guarantee you should finish before  that
Kenyan out on the course.


